
Present Perfect Tense Verb Bingo Teacher Instructions
Sheet 1 – AAP and HAP  
Sheet 2 – LAP

Ask children to choose five verbs written in the present perfect tense. On the LAP sheet all verbs are written in the present perfect tense. Read the sentences 
below in any order, pausing for the children to work out which present perfect verb phrase completes the sentence. Repeat until one child shouts, “BINGO!”. 
Keep reading for 2nd place, 3rd place etc.

1. The children (have cried) continuously since they were sent to bed early.

2. “Look!” shouted the girls excitedly. “We (have caught) a huge fish!”

3.  I can’t wait to get home, my mum (has cooked) chicken curry for tea today.

4.  My brother and sister (have jumped) on the trampoline every day this week.

5. The baby (has wriggled) so much his blanket has fallen off.

6.  Mrs Jones (has hurried) to the bus stop every day for years – I don’t know why she doesn’t set off earlier.

7.  I (have folded) the washing and put it away.

8. I (have refused) to get involved with her gang – I think it’s a really bad idea.

9.  She (has run) the race many times before.

10. I’ve got all my spellings right - Finn (has whispered) all the answers to me.

11. The author (has written) his new book and is waiting to have it published.

12. My poor cat (has scratched) her face so we are taking her to see the vet later.

13. We (have dressed) as Vikings today.
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Present Perfect Tense Bingo 1
Choose five verbs written in the present perfect tense and circle them. Listen to your teacher – if the sentence they read out could be completed 

by your present perfect verb phrase, cross it out. When you have all five, shout, “BINGO!”.

have cried have caught shouted has cooked have jumped

sang laughed drank has wriggled hugged

has hurried smiled have folded have refused threw

hopped has run typed has whispered clapped

thought sat has written has scratched have dressed
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Present Perfect Tense Bingo 2
Choose five verbs written in the present perfect tense and circle them. Listen to your teacher – if the sentence they read out could be completed 

by your present perfect verb phrase, cross it out. When you have all five, shout, “BINGO!”.

have cried have caught has written

has hurried has whispered have folded

typed have dressed has scratched

have refused has wriggled has cooked
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